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All of my work deals with perception and choice.  I’ve created four major bodies of work including 
the Contact Series, the Markmaking Series, the Dissonance Series and the MindsEye Series. 

The MindsEye Series questions how we see others and asks how we think others might see the 
world. It also questions whether we should believe everything that we think. Our perceptions are 
influenced by our lenses of belief and experience and within the framework of our expectations. 
I hope that the questions raised by the images will lead the viewer to greater consciousness. 

As a child, I saw that there was little tolerance, understanding, or respect for others who were 
different. “Those Catholics, those Jews, those Poles, those Dutch, those Niggers, those Rich 
people”; phrases I heard often. As an adult, I’ve seen so many people being prejudged by the 
way they look and present themselves. I’ve caught myself, in a nanosecond, prejudging others 
by their appearance; age, sex, color, accessories (like hairstyle or tattoos). I know how human it is 
to instantly label them and know also how difficult the challenge to move beyond fear, suspicion, 
and judgment.

It all began when I fabricated/welded sculptures of ‘eyewear’ using scrap metal parts and decided 
to use images of them in the portraits. My process begins with photographs and evolves into 
either pure or mixed media paintings. The MindsEye Series includes oils or acrylics on canvas or 
mixed media work on board. The subjects of these paintings include people of different ages, 
sexual orientations, gender identities, races, personalities, and cultures. I’ve known some, and 
have created amalgams of others with what I hope is sensitivity, respect, and a dash of humor. 
I hope that the viewer will become aware of their ‘lenses’ and perceptual biases, and have a 
compassionate laugh along with new insights.


